Course Title: The 5S (+S) Program and Suggestion Systems

Course Description:
- A thorough discussion of the 5S (+S) program will be held, including a case study.
- Suggestion systems to support successful improvement efforts will be reviewed. Development and implementation of world class Suggestion systems will be detailed.
- Teams will be assigned a short relevant project for this course; a brief presentation and discussion will take place during the last session.

Course Prerequisite(s): None, preferred they have class #1 of this series;

Course Objectives:
- To provide the student with the information and tools to be a team member of successful LEAN efforts in their company.
- To provide the student with the opportunity to use their new info / tools in a small LEAN project and present it to the class.

Textbook(s): None required, a list of recommending readings will be provided at the first session.